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Personal Security is a Personal Responsibility
By Patrick Massengale

(Part One of Three)

(GLP/Avondale, AZ) Once upon a time,  you could leave your front door unlocked when you
were sleeping, and when you were gone.  You could also leave your car unlocked, your windows
open, and invite strangers in for a cup of coffee.  Those were great days, how we long for those
times again. Unfortunately, we live in times of moral and economic uncertainty. Drastic measures
are being taken by criminals today.  To counteract the activities of the desperate criminal,
intelligence is the order of the day.  Just ask retired police lieutenant Tony Arroyo.  Arroyo spent
twenty-six years on the police force, and has seen and investigated just about every type of crime
committed.

“To understand the reasons people commit crimes you just have to consider that there are three
motivating factors that are the basis of any criminal act, means, motive, and opportunity”, say’s
Arroyo. “You don’t want to give someone those three components that can make you an easy
target of a senseless and dangerous act”.  Arroyo contends by adopting basic precautionary
measures an individual can dramatically reduce the risk of being the victim of a crime.  In twenty-
six years of law enforcement duty Arroyo states that investigators always come to one or two
conclusions, “if only they had locked their doors or closed the windows” or “if only they had
locked the vehicle”.  Minimizing the opportunity for criminals to strike is the responsibility of the
citizen.  Arroyo is adamant about one thing he says is a fact.  “Alarm systems do not guarantee
safety, an alarm system is only as effective as the person who operates it”.  The basic theme of
Arroyo’s sermon on crime is that society tends to view the criminal as stupid.  “Not true,
criminals may be desperate, but they can be extremely intelligent”.  The retired law enforcement
officer and personal security specialist informs us that it all goes back to “MMO”, Means, Motive,
and Opportunity.  Take away the three components of criminal behavior by assuming
responsibility for your own safety and implement simple precautions.  

Next month we will continue our three part personal security series article with, Lt. (Ret.) Tony Arroyo.

GLP would like to thank Lt. Arroyo for his time and expertise.
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